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Course Book 

1. Course name Object Oriented Programing  

2. Lecturer in 
charge 

Ibrahim Mahmood Ibrahim 

3. Department/ 
Institute  

Information Technology (IT) 

4. Contact e-mail: akre82z@yahoo.com 
Tel: 00 964 750 4704356 

5. Time (in hours) 
per week  

Theory:    2  
Practical: 3                       

6. Office hours  

7. Course code  

8. Teacher's 
academic profile  

2004-2014 Lecturer ATI 
2010-2012 Lecturer BTI 
2013-2014 obtained Teaching of Methods in Polytechnic Duhok 
University 
2014-2015 Lecturer in ATC 
2015-2106 Lecturer in STI 

 Akre Technical College (ATC) 

 Akre Technical Institute (ATI) 

 Bardarash Technical Institute (BTI) 

9. Keywords Classes, Object, Access Modifier, Encapsulation , Function, Constructor, 
Destructor, Inheritance, Template, Overloading and Exception Handling 
. 

10.  Course overview:  
This course aims to equip students with a sound understanding of basic Object Oriented Programming 
(OOP) concepts, including objects, classes, methods, parameter passing, information hiding, 
inheritance and polymorphism are introduced and their implementations using C# language. The 
course also covers combine both data and the functions that operate on that data into a single unit 
called an object. And how visualize our programing problems in the form of objects and their 
interactions as happens in real life.  

11. Course objective: 
On completion of the course, a student should be able:  
 To understand Object Oriented Programming concepts.  

 To understand the role that methods play in an object-oriented program . 

 To understand the concept of a class hierarchy. 

 To demonstrate the differences between traditional imperative design and object-oriented design.  
 To become familiar with the relationship between classes and objects. 

 To be able write efficient and effective applications . 

 Have a better appreciation of inheritance and polymorphism.  

 Have the ability to write a computer program to solve specified problems. 

12.  Student's obligation 
Object Oriented Programing has the Theory and Practical side, for this the student have to be 
attendant in order to cover all the duty about this subject and also have to doing all the 
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practical exercises and exams in order to get and satisfy the information need for this subject. 
  

13. Forms of teaching 
      Tools and techniques needs for this lecture are: 

 Whiteboard. 

 Data show. 

 Computers Lab. 

 And Visual Studio software. 

14. Assessment scheme 

First Exam Final Exam 

40% 60% 

Theory Practical Activity Theory Practical 
15% 15% 20% 25% 25%  

15. Student learning outcome: 
After completion this course, the student will  be able to understand better the object-oriented 
approach in programming  and will  be able to write and test programs that make appropriate use 
of object-oriented facilities common to many object-oriented languages such as classes, message 
passing, overloading and inheritance. Also  understand user-defined classes conceptually and be 
able to apply them in programs. Finally students should be able to analyse and design a computer 
program to solve real world problems based on object-oriented principles.  

16. Course Reading List and References: 
 Trey Nash  (2006).  Accelerated C# 2005 

 Faraz Rasheed. C# School,2006.  

 Jesse Liberty .Programming C#, 2nd Edition 2002. 

 Larry O’Brien and Bruce Eckel, Thinking in C#. 

17. The Theory and Practical Topics: Week 
 Overview of C# Language:  

 C# program structure, Variables, Constant 

 Conditional statement (if, if/else, nested if and switch statement) 

 Repetition Control Structures (while, Do…while, for Statements) 

 Flow control statements (Goto, continue and break)  

 Array ( One and Two dimensional array) 

1  (2 H Theory & 3 H 

Practice ) 

C# Functions: 

 Simple functions 

 Call by value and call by reference 

 Inline functions 

 Overloading of functions  
Structures: 

 Structure declaration and initialization  

 Access to fields of structure  
Pointers:  

 Pointer declaration and initialization 

 Arithmetic operation on pointer variable 

 Pointer and array 
String and files: 

2-5  (8 H Theory & 12 H 

Practice ) 

http://www.cee.hw.ac.uk/~pjbk/pathways/cpp1/node43.html
http://www.cee.hw.ac.uk/~pjbk/pathways/cpp1/node111.html
http://www.cee.hw.ac.uk/~pjbk/pathways/cpp1/node118.html
http://www.cee.hw.ac.uk/~pjbk/pathways/cpp1/node137.html
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 String declaration and initialization 

 String functions  

 File creation, insertion, modification and deletion 

Object Oriented Programing: 
 Introduction to OOP 

 Basic concepts of OOP 

 Principles of OOP 

 Benefits and applications of OOP 

 Procedural Vs. Object Oriented Programming 

6-7  (4 H Theory & 6 H 

Practice ) 

Objects and classes: 

 Basics of object and class in C# 

 Private and public members 

 Static data and function members 

 Constructors and their types 

 Destructors 

 Operator overloading 

 Friend function 

8-16  (18 H Theory & 27 

H Practice ) 

Inheritance: 

 Concept of Inheritance 

 Types of inheritance 

 Protected members 

 Virtual base class 

Types of conversions: 
 Conversion from built-in type 

 Conversion from class type to built-in type 

 Conversion from one class type to another class type 

17-22 (12 H Theory & 18 

H Practice ) 

Polymorphism: 

 Pointes and Objects 

 this pointer 

 virtual and pure virtual functions 

 Implementing polymorphism 
Template: 

 Introduction to template 

 Function templates 

 Class templates 
Exceptions: 

 Introduction to exception 

 Try-catch-throw, Catch all 

 Rethrowing exception 

 Implementing user defined exceptions 

23-28 (12 H Theory & 18 

H Practice ) 

Advanced Input and Output: 

 Use istream member functions 

 Use ostream member functions 

 Standard Template Library(STL): 

 Overview and use of Standard Template Library. 

29-30 (4 H Theory & 6 H 

Practice ) 

19. Examinations: 
Q1)Answer of the following: 
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1- Write three types of access modifiers?  

2- What is method overloading and method overriding?  

3- Can member functions be private?  

 

Q1)Answer: 

 
 

1-  public: Anything declared as public can be accessed from anywhere.  

             private: Anything declared as private can't be seen outside of its class.  

             protected: Anything declared as protected can be accessed by classes in the same    

             package and subclasses in the other packages.  

 

2- Method overloading: When methods in a class having the same method name with 

different arguments is said to be method overloading.  

Method overriding : When methods in a class having the same method name with same 

arguments is said to be method overriding. 
 

3- Yes. Both member functions and member data can be private. 

 
 
Q2) Write  a complete program to Create a class Rectangle has attributes such    

        as length and width. Depending upon the design, it may need ways for    

        accepting the values of these attributes ,calculating the area, and    

        displaying details. 

 

Q2)Answer  

using System ; 

namespace RectangleApplication 

{ 

class Rectangle 

{ 

double length; 

double width; 

public void Acceptdetails() 

{ 

length = 4.5; 

width = 3.5; 

} 

public double GetArea() 

{ 

return length * width; 

} 

public void Display() 

{ 
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Console.WriteLine("Length: {0}", length); 

Console.WriteLine("Width: {0}", width); 

Console.WriteLine("Area: {0}", GetArea()); 

} 

} 

class ExecuteRectangle 

{ 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

Rectangle r = new Rectangle(); 

r.Acceptdetails(); 

r.Display(); 

Console.ReadLine(); 

} 

} 

} 

 
Q3) What are the output of the following programs 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q3) Answer: 

namespace  ConsoleApplication 

{     class Sample 

    {  

        int i;  

        Single j;  

        public void SetData(int i, Single j) 

        {  

            this.i = i;  

            this.j = j; 

        } 

        public void Display() 

        {  

            Console.WriteLine(i + " " + j); 

        }     }  
    class MyProgram 

    {         static void Main(string[ ] args) 

        { 
            Sample s1 = new Sample();  

            s1.SetData(36, 5.4f);  

            s1.Display();  

        }     } } 
 

class Sample 

    {    public string param1, param2; 

        public Sample() 

        { 

            param1 = "Hi"; 

            param2 = "I am Default Constructor"; 

        } 

        public Sample(string x, string y) 

        {   param1 = x; 

            param2 = y; 

        }    } 

    class Program 

    {        static void Main(string[] args) 

        {       Sample obj = new Sample(); 

            Sample obj1 = new 

Sample("Welcome", "Aspdotnet-Suresh"); 

            Console.WriteLine(obj.param1 + ", " + 

obj.param2); 

            Console.WriteLine(obj1.param1 + " to 

" + obj1.param2); 

            Console.ReadLine(); 
        }  }} 
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Q4) Write a method to calculate the sum of the elements in an array. "Main" should be like 
this:  
public static void Main()  
{  
int[] example = {20, 10, 5, 2 };  
Console.WriteLine( "The sum of the example array is {0}", Sum(example));  
}  
}  
 
Q4)Answer 

using System; 
public class SumArray 
{ 
public static int Sum(int[] example) 
{ 
int total=0; 
for (int i = 0;i < example.Length; i++) 
total += example[i]; 
return total; 
} 
  
public static void Main() 
{ 
int[] example = {20, 10, 5, 2 }; 
Console.WriteLine("The sum of the example array is {0}", Sum(example)); 
}} 
 
 

Q5) A- Complete the following blanks with suitable word 

36  5.4 Hi , I am  Default Constructor 

Welcome To Aspdotnet-Suresh 
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1- When a program is finished with a chunk of dynamically allocated memory, it should 

free it with the __________ operator. 

2- ___________refers to a single function or multi-functioning operator performing in 

different ways.  

Q5)B- Answer the following statements by true or false  
1- Class is an instance of object  

2- Overloading function means we have more than one function with the same name in 

the same class?   

 

Q5) A- Answer                                                                                Q5)B-Answer  

                                                                                                     1-false  

1- Delete                                                                                          2-true  

2- Polymorphism 

 

Q6) Choose the correct answer in the following: 
How many destructor exist per class ? 

          a-one destructor for every object                                   b-many destructor    
           c- zero destructor                                                              d- one destructor  
Q6) Answer 
d. 

 

 
 

20. Extra notes: 
 

21. Peer review 
 

                

 
 

  


